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EWC, during its April 21 and 22 meeting in
Paris, rejected the restructuring project for
Equant proposed by France Telecom
management. EWC issued a very negati-
ve statement : very few preliminary infor-
mation, unacceptable proposals such as
redundancies relocated activities, no other
perspective than cost reducations sought
by FT. 
To SUD this project appears in line with a
strategy that could become the France
Telecom group model : generalizing custo-
mer care activities within call centers relo-
cated in low manpower cost countries.
It is, at least, the scheme followed by
Equant. Nothing in the " economic " argu-
ments put forward by management justi-
fies their choice. 
Equant belongs to France Telecom group
which makes profits ; when management
develops a policy of  integrated operator ,
it doesn't make sense to define Equant
financial situation outside this context. 
Nothing can justify redundancies within a
profitable group whose shareholders
receive comfortable revenue. 
EWC members have as well re-expressed

their solidarity with TPSA employees in
Poland against redundancies schemes
they are suffering from. 
EWC secretary travelled to Poland to sup-
port, on behalf of EWC, local demonstra-
tions. France Telecom last decisions in
term of headcounts are worrying for all the
group employees : 2 850 redundancies in
Poland and 1 744 in Equant. 
France Telecom management have not
only cut jobs for several years at a 13 000
to 14 000 job cuts annual rate, including
important redundancy plans (over 40 000
jobs suppressed within 3 years in Poland),
but they now turn to relocating activities to
low manpower cost countries, particularly
India and Egypt, and to outsourcing of
other activities and even to generalise
part-time jobs (with 20 or 30% working
time) with the sole aim of putting pressure
on staff costs.
We must resist together, whatever subsi-
diary we're working for and whatever our
job status, with all possible solidarity, to
impose other choices.

Editorial
1 744 redundancies in Equant

EWC rejects project !



Following the presentation about Equant's restructu-
ring at the EWC meeting on 21 and 22 April 2005, the
EWC representatives declare:

As a prelude, the EWC members contest the lack of
information and the fact that the agreement allowing
that all documents presented to the local representa-
tives should also be given to the EWC members had
not been respected.
That these are exceptional circumstances as stated in
item 5.6 of the agreement of 14th April 2005 and in
accordance we issue the following statement:

The EWC members reject the plan to restructure
Equant as presented by the Management showing at
this stage 1744 job reductions in the world including
852 in the EU which could lead to redundancies ;
Equant is an integral part of the France Telecom group,
which is making profits. 
Therefore the current situation of Equant must be ana-
lysed within the global strategy of the group and can-
not be limited to just payroll cutback. 
New savings must be found
outside of staff costs and in
agreement with the
employees ;
The future prospects are
vague but cost savings have
been planned.
The link between Equant
and Transpac has not been
made when all activities are
connected. Equant's strategy must be defined within
the SCE division ;
All internal competencies must be used in priority
within the group ;
France telecom must have a socially responsible attitu-
de throughout the world especially in the European
countries where it is established.
The planned off shoring / outsourcing are going
against that ambition.
The EWC members are opposed to Equant's policy of
off shoring and outsourcing. They believe that France
Telecom is introducing a policy that could be applied
to the whole group.
The EWC members request a negotiated plan of inter-
nal redeployment in order to avoid redundancies. 
To achieve this, internal mobility within the group
must be made easier with an improved social dialog as
this is not the case at the moment.
The managements must find in all the countries where
other activities exist solutions for redeployment in
agreement with the promises made by our CEO Didier

Lombard during the meeting of 21 and 22 April
2005.
The EWC members
would like to invite the
mangement to reconsi-
der the whole plan in
order to save all the jobs
and develop other activi-
ties within Equant.

I am writing to provide you with the following com-
plementary information.
- Complementary information about the corpo-
rate market context, the SCE strategy and the
situation of Equant.
The whole Enterprise market in the French and
European territories and, more extensively, at the
international level, is facing real challenges.
Technological migrations are reducing turnover:
DSL is replacing leased lines, while IP VPN and
Frame Relay products with higher-performance ser-
vices are leading to a reduction in our revenue from
our Core Business.
This ambition presupposes an adjustment of the
organisation, cost structures and skills.
For Equant, the changing market is causing a reduc-
tion of 10% per year
in revenue whereas
the costs continue
to increase. Seven
groups are already
in place. 
However, in addi-
tion to this work, it
is already becoming
clear that other
adjustments will
have to be exami-
ned or implemen-
ted.
Accordingly, in France, as presented to the
SCE/FTSA and Transpac social committees, the
hypothesis of the absorption of Transpac within a
wider FTSA is being investigated as a means of sim-
plifying our structures and our relations with our
customers. This study, not yet complete, obviously
integrates the synergy to be implemented with
Equant.
- Additional details not presented to the EWC

Equant : ECW advise

DRH’response
Bernard Bresson (parts)

“The EWC mem-
bers reject the plan

to restructure
Equant as presented

by the
Management”

The EWC members
would like to invite the
mangement to reconsi-
der the whole plan in
order to save all the

jobs and develop other
activities within

Equant.”

Equant planned
redundancies :

France: 358
UK : 263

Germany: 87
Ireland : 56

Other EU countries: 70
Other countries
worlwide: 910

Total: 1744, or 20% of
headcounts
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concerning the Equant plan
Equant is focusing first and foremost on cutting costs,
excluding personnel expenses.However, these actions
are insufficient. The structure of labour costs at Equant
will also need to be modified. Equant has just comple-
ted a detailed survey. According to the evaluations sup-
plied by the World Bank, Gartner, A.T., Kearney and
others, India and Egypt are considered the best areas to
locate these activities. In accordance with what was
announced during the EWC, priority will be given to
reclassification.within the other entities of the Group
whenever possible.

The situation in Poland has been discussed again
during EWC April 21 and 22 meeting, first of all
to listen to TPSA Solidarnosc and FZZPT union
representatives point of view. They explained
TPSA didn't respect their obligations of prelimi-
nary information in December 2004, so the unions
were informed of the 4000 redundancies project
through reading the press.
This project was particularly difficult to unders-
tand when TPSA made their highest profits in
2004 with a 2.3 billion Zlotys result and that FT
Group  HR General
Manager himself had
staed during November
EWC meeting, that there
would be no additionnal
redundancies in Poland.
A protest movement ini-
tiated by all trade unions
took place in March and
April : demonstrations
against redundancies in
front of TPSA headquar-
ters and the French
Embassy in Warsaw, a
one hour strike largely
followed despite repres-
sive threats and even
hunger strike by some
unionists..
This finally led to open social dialogue with TPSA
unions who made clear they all agreed on the
essential : refuse redundancy scheme.
An important solidarity movement towards Polish
colleagues developed among employees within all

Poland : fight against 
redundancies

France Telecom employment
situation in the EU

First quarter 2005 :
End 2004 : 185 127
March 2005 : 182 927

Difference within 3 months :
2201 jobs lost

Notably in :
- UK : 294 jobs lost (mainly Orange and
Equant).
- Spain : 172 jobs lost (mainly Wanadoo)
- France : moins 1381 (or 1% of head-
counts)
- Poland : 382 jobs lost within TPSA.

Yaerly Comparison :
March 2004 : 191 435
Difference within one year: 8508 jobs lost

Forecast 2005 :
- France : 5500 job compressions are
planned: 6500 "natural departures",
2000 departures towards the public sec-
tor, 3000 recruitments of which 1800 very
low part time.
- Outside France: 2500 job suppressions
were forecasted in 2005 which have
been exceeded already, since 2854 job
losses are already planned in Poland,
190 in Spain and 1744 within Equant.

Direction of France
Telecom pretend that

with 47% of the
capital of TP, it

doesn’t control the
Polish operator and

then, cannot
intervene in its

decisions whereas
actually TPSA is

completely recipient
of the strategy of the
integrated operator

and his group
accounts in those of

the group!
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the France Telecom group.
TPSA management announced 2845 redundan-
cies, roughly 8 % of headcounts, and called for
"volunteers" through redundancy bonus. EWC
members underline limits of such "voluntary
resignments", for redundancy threats with
lower indemnities lead some empoyees to pre-
ventively "volunteer" for redundancy. 2500
employees have reportedly answered before
April 21st, deadline for the scheme.
Mangement and unions meet again on April,
26th.
SUD union renews its full support to TPSA
employees and unionists in their current fight
against redundancy schemes !



Info
- Agenda : Next EWC ordinary meetink will take
place in Warsaw on September 14, 15 et 16.
EWC will be consulted on DMS project on July
12.
- Web : EWC website is being setup, an agree-
ment was signed for this meeting.
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SUD PTT (Solidarity, Unity, Democracy) is the
second union in terms of votes within FT group
France. SUD sees itself as a tool in workers’
fights and their coordination.. 
Website : www.sudptt.fr

Who are we ?

Didier Lombard said...Outsourcing of Desktop
Management Services

"DMS" project (Desktop Management Services)
was presented to an exceptional EWC meeting
on Avril 28: the goal is to launch a "feasibiliy
study" to know wether it would be useful to
externalise desktop management. A call for ten-
der has already been launched and EWC will be
consulted through exceptional meeting originally
scheduled on June 28th and postponed to July
12th. DMS deals with all aspects of desktop
management (computer park management, fault
reporting and repairs management). Countries
concerned: UK (Orange, Home, FTRD),
Belgium (Orange-Mobistar), the Netherlands
(Orange, Home), Slovakia (Orange), Poland (TP,
Centertel), Switzerland, Romania. France is
excepted because DISU (Division in charge of
this activity) has already set up a rationalisation
plan. And for other countries excepted, such as
Spain, it is impossible to
know why they're out of
scope. DMS project fore-
cast tranfer of employees
in charge of the activities
but the different laws in
the countries concerned
do not make it compulsory. Are there other simi-
lar projects to mutualise ressources between sub-
sidiaries outside France ? The Belgian represen-
tative has underlined the fact that Mobistar was
outsourcing desktop management activities to
France ! This can raise questions on the possible
relocation of those subsidiaries call centers in a
single country?According to management, 120 to
130 jobs would be concerned by DMS project
but no details were given. EWC members have
asked for all details and for the tender document,
with no result up to now. Equant offering that
kind of services to their customers, EWC was
surprised that they were not simpy requested to
take the job

France Telecom new chairman Didier Lombard
honoured EWC meeting with his presence to
present France Telecom strategy. He qualified
2002 situation, when Thierry Breton took over as
"desparate financial situation with unused high
operational potentialé", and glorified TOP plan
results, thus confirming he wouldn't alter in any
way the all out cost reduction strategy. He insis-
ted on going on with current transformation pro-
grams: customer facing (deep reorganisation of
sales), IT Network (current major evolutions in
IT and networks), marketing and branding (re-
branding seems imminent), support functions
and innovation.
Didier Lombard than insisted on innovation in a
context where each products ensures revenue to
France Telecom for
12 months only, befo-
re beeing replaced by
a more performant
one.
He mentioned the
necessity of setting
up partnership with
manufacturers and also with some operators such
as Deutsche Telekom and China Telecom. All
this within a limited goal: going on with the
acquisition of new customers, defending France
Telecom market share and raising potential cus-
tomer value. Didier Lombard admitted that
UMTS would not be the future dominant techno-
logy, since FT would rather deploy EDGE, less
cost consuming and more adapted to mobile
internet. He also underlined the fact that one
couldn't exclude the possibility of a new specu-
lative trend in the acquisition of telecom opera-
tors in Eastern and Southern Countries, as shown
by certain signs such as the price paid by
Telefonica to buy the privatised Czech operator.

Equant offers the
same services to

yours customers ;
EWC ask why is

Equant no doing the
job ?

“Outsourcing is not my
policy and UMTS, I

already wrote that it was
the financial scandal of

the century”


